The Ultimate MMA Fighter Training Manual (The MMA Specialty
Fitness series)

This year-long Conditioning program is
designed for people wanting to train like
the Pro-UFC fighters, yet do not have
access to the top-end gyms available here
in the Mecca of MMA and home to the
UFC....Las Vegas.Let Multi-UFC and
NCAA Champion , Kevin The Monster
Randleman, show you everything you need
to know about getting started conditioning
training for the UFC or if you just want to
train like a Pro-Fighter.This program does
not go into any specific martial arts
training. It is designed to be used alongside
training from your local Karate, wrestling
or any other martial arts program available
in your local area.When used in correlation
with a Martial Arts program....This fitness,
diet, cardio and agility program will take
you to the top levels.Here is everything you
will need to know to keep you extremely
busy for a year. Our Level 1 program.Not
for the price of $99.95. NOT for seven easy
payments of $19.99. We are not trying to
angle the course to try to sell you miracle
vitamins/potions or snake-oil elixirs. Kevin
and Chad are known in the MMA and
sports world for donating their time and
coaching to the youth and underprivileged
and would like to continue this tradition
with this book.The course is $10. This way
we know that price wont be an issue for
anyone.Level
1=FOUNDATION
TRAINING: Adjustment and learning of
your body and what exercises truly are
your good and bad ones. What foods work
and which ones dont. Training your eating
and sleeping habits for maximum
performance. This will take you literally to
The next level, whether training for fun ,
self-defense or a Pro-Fight.In my Vegas
Gyms I call this Basic Training and is
required of all my trainees from
Pro-Fighter to beginner housewife.It
usually takes between 7 to 12 months to
complete.Level
2=TACTICAL
TRAINING: Applying Foundation and
Martial Arts training from level 1 into a
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focused training program that streamlines
you into a well-balanced machine. Fighters
will be training for their first fight in this
level.Our level 2 programs are designed to
take someone to the Pro-Phase of whatever
their desired skill or specific sport may be.
In this case.....Mixed Martial Arts.Level
3=Advanced/Pro level ( Visit Vegas for
Live Training )At the end of this book is an
appendix, in it you will find:1.) a link to
the FREE PERSONAL TRAINER
CERTIFICATION COURSE.Over the
course of your year-long adventure, take
these classes and become the certified
expert everyone knows you are! This
course does a great job teaching you and
you learn as we go.2.) a link to our email
contact.Contact us with questions, online
training inquiries or comments.Book
sessions with us and come to Vegas for a
few days.So lets get started!The ONLY
easy day....was YESTERDAY!See or talk
with you soon.
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